Grenada begins return to normalcy

City to finish rebirth of Market East

Faculty to vote on benefits option

Law recruiting reaction

Wharton Undergraduate Finance Club presents

Real Management - The Things They Never Told You in Business School.

Merrill Lynch & Co.

Available at: University of Pennsylvania Bookstore
agreement over who should pay. Some said that for reflected in who pays. Among women, there was little really interest them.

process, and build relationships with the people who you really like." Students use dating as a selection said. "We just want to have a good time.

upwards of $40. Including transportation and tips, the evening can run and (wo tickets for the movies go for about $9. In-

students say, has skyrocketed to an inaccessible level. The cost of a typical date — dinner and a movie —

Piccone agreed: "You date a few people and decide of campus parties and bars. Students seem to enjoy was singing 'Happy Birthday'.

The one I got could have been belter if the guy to a man who does the asking fools the bill. Perhaps if

of campus parties and bars. Students seem to enjoy was singing 'Happy Birthday'.

pollack said. To avoid this, many women offer to.

New London Style PIZZA
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Dental student Bruce Gayle and Melanie Hess enjoying a casual dinner at O'Hara's.

A tradition survives.

Dinner, movie not outdated

By CAMILLE SERCHUK

Much to the surprise of many, dating has not gone the way of the dodo.

The term "dating," which brings to mind old Astor Foreigner movies, is alive and flourishing at the University, although in a slightly modified format.

The rising cost of a "real date" downtown is deterring many students from going out as often as they'd like, but it is also changing other aspects of traditional dating behavior. Students are going out in groups more often, or splitting the costs of their dates.

"Dating doesn't necessarily imply that one person pays for the whole thing," said College junior Bob Piccone. "It costs a fortune to go on a date downtown.

"There are no set ground rules to determine who pays," ZBT brother Pollack said. And men are also split on the issue of letting a woman pay for herself or even pay for them. "No man will ever agree to pay for a woman," said one source. "Some guys are really tight, and refuse to allow girls to pay. I wish I had that kind of money."

Not only has the financial burden traditionally fallen on men, but the responsibility for the invitation has been. Women are still hesitant to ask men out on dates to the degree that it is rare that they have resulted in the last decade.

When women do ask men out, they usually end up with a man who does the asking bears the bill. Perhaps if women were more inclined to initiate dating, men would feel less obligation to always foot the bill.

During the University is surprisingly popular, taking into consideration the expense and the convenience of campus parties and bars. Students seem to enjoy Balloon Man has delivered balloons, Balloon Man even pay for themselves or pay for dinner at another

Many students have ordered or received grams for birthdays, holidays or just as a surprise. Many say they provide memories that last a lifetime.

"I was very surprised to get the balloons," College engineering freshman Carolyn Ikari also had her birthday brightened by the Balloon Man. "We've delivered them in restaurants and to toll number. "It's one present I will never forget. The one I got could have been better if the guy who delivered it was singing Happy Birthday to.

The Balloon Man is one of several national and local businesses which deliver balloons. Balloon Man messengers wear yellow outfits and sing the birthday while delivering bunches of 18 regular or 12 jumbo balloons.

"It's almost like a party when you deliver a balloon," said Balloon Man Ralph Tench. "The characteristics of the balloons are the occasion very well. They have a broad appeal."

Most of the balloon firms feature gimmicks, such as personalized messages, special decorations, or songs. Balloon companies, a local business, sends in a delivery. "Balloonatics," Clowns and garlands are also popular for anniversaries. Balloonatics is the only firm with something completely different, a try on Erst-Grum. For $5, a balloon that will arrive will arrive in great clothes at your party, and then do a "Classic, vaudeville, burlesque striptease dance routine." The Balloon Man and Balloonatics are just a few of the many creative gimmicks available.

Surprise! Gifts require a 'gram of imagination'

By MOSUN LEYNE

Your best friend each year has always been there. De's it's your turn to make her feel special. It's your turn to give her a gift she can't live without. Do you know what I'm talking about? You could send flowers. But your friend is always on a tight budget.

What will you do?

Send a gram.

Balloon Man, erop - grams, cookie - grams, balloonograms and popcorn - grams - they're among the newest and most creative gifts available. "Grams are among the oldest, and yet most modern things," says Barbara Allon, manager of the Balloon Man. "When we delivered them to different college campuses, we found that the women were more inclined to initiate dating, men would feel less obligation to always foot the bill.

"Balloongrams are a unique opportunity to explore the process of theatrical creation and production with:

By ROM VN LEVINE

Annenberg Center InterActs & Theatre Arts 251

A PRODUCTION SYMPOSIUM:

THE MAKING OF PLAY MEMORY

A unique opportunity to explore the process of theatrical creation and production with:

Director Harold Prince, Author Joanna McClelland Glase, Set Designer Charles Cale, Lighting Design Ken Billington, Costume Designer William Ivey Long & Composer Larry Grossman

Tuesday, November 1 3 PM
Harold Prince Theatre
Admission is free
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**Letters: Life During Wartime**

**Complacent Campus Should Applaud Move**

To the Editor:

The very sight of students on this campus to the affairs of the world shocks me. It appears to me that our most students at Penn would like to think that they can live in their own little well-defined world away from the very real world around them all, they appear to be clueless about what they are doing on Friday night, etc.

A. C. Tannenbaum

**Invasion Hurts Nation's Conscience**

To the Editor:

Once again the United States, the homeopathic behemoth, has once again agreed with a nation, bringing bloodshed and misery to a land that had usually been left alone. This latest move of the United States in Babylonia, has evilly aggressed against a tiny nation, whose very survival has been threatened as a result. 

We agree to the argument that the Third World cannot be trusted, but that’s another story.

William T. John

**Saving U.S. Lives Must Come First**

To the Editor:

"Impeach prosecutors" "Willie and Company" were the terms of campaigns against the Jews of the Third World. Their purpose was to make the Third World look bad, that’s why they wanted to have it in the headlines. 

"I me Arts" appeared, the word which contained the "rangers arrival to save us." The important thing doesn’t come into play until you gel right down to it.

We wrote it off to the one percent source said that Meyerson wasn’t evil, it isn’t Ivy at all, is it? He didn’t want us to agree that the Meyerson presence was nol new. And why defend the sovereignly of the Third World? The Third World can hide behind the Third World. 

We thought the big, bulky antisemite should be made, as the rug of the building the Third World, was made. We knew that the Third World should be forced to some buildings. We knew that the Third World was not evil. But we knew that the Third World was not evil. We knew that the Third World was not evil.

W. Bobbitt

**Correcting the Record On PSA Involvement**

To the Editor:

The article mentioned several inaccuracies and had a gross error in it. I am a member of the Progressive Student Alliance that need correcting. In my story relating to this incident I would like to inform the public that we would like to point out some rather obvious errors in the article. 

The Central American Solidarity Group co-ordinated the event. We had no knowledge of the event except for the call to pick up the coat rack, planning and execution. Second, the size of the demonstration was never more than 25 people. 

We are in the process of correcting this mistake. 

Pete tennisfield

**Quotation of the Day**

"It ain’t the Hoover that’s evil, it’s the crooks that got a break on the one percent."

—Alan Greenspan, in a 1987 speech to the American Enterprise Institute

**Today’s传感器, Tomorrow’s Telecommunications**

To the Editor:

Today Grenada, Tomorrow Iceland? The deployment of the U.S. military in Grenada is a harbinger of things to come. It is a clear violation of the United Nations and is an assault on the sovereignty of a small nation. 

There is a military base there. We do not know how many troops are stationed there or what their purpose is. 

We also wonder about the safety of the Grenada students. Are they safe in their own country? 

EINAR STEINBERG

**Edgewide/Wendy Simonds**

Progress and NameCalling

Last week a friend of mine, a Black Democrat, was in Philadelphia shopping for a new coat. As he walked up the sidewalk, he saw a "Poorhouse" in the shape of a man with a bag. 

So what’s the difference between "Poorhouse" and "Homeless"? 

"I can tell you," said one of the "Poorhouse" inhabitants. 

"I used to be a "Homeless". But now I’m a "Poorhouse"."
B. MARY ELLIN CROOME
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The commission candidates seek better voting

BY JANET L. HANDRA
How is the race for the Philadelphia electoral system the focus of debate among candidates running in next Tuesday's general election?

With the responsibility of city commissioners to oversee the administrative and financial operation of cities, each party nominates two candidates for the job, and since Democrats out-

28 Organizations Represented including:

- Air Products and Chemicals, Inc.
- AT&T Bell Laboratories
- AT&T Information Systems Laboratory
- Bell of Pennsylvania/Atlantic
- Ge Fan
- General Electric
- General Motors
- Harris
- Hewlett-Packard
- IBM
- ITT Research Institute
- Litton Electronics Co., Inc.
- Matsushita
- Merck & Co., Inc.
- Motorola
- National Semiconductor Corporation
- Philadelphia Electric Company
- Proctor & Gamble Co.
- Kodiak Software
- RCA Automation
- RCA Corporation AIR Division
- Schlumberger/Advanced Services
- Stone & Webster
- U.S. Air Force
- Westinghouse
- Western Electric

Everyone is invited to attend
Sponsored by the ESAC and Career Planning & Placement Service

How is the conversion of Armenia to Christianity

THE CONVERSION OF ARMENIA TO CHRISTIANITY

Campaign '83

By John R. Kane, co-chairman of the Democratic candidates for the April's commission

1. ARMENIA ON THE EVE OF THE CONVERSION
2. THE REGION IS AT THE GREAT TROUBLE
3. THE TROUBLED ARMENIA ON THE EVE OF THE CONVERSION
4. THE TROUBLED ARMENIA ON THE EVE OF THE CONVERSION

One of the most important issues for the candidates is the alleged inequities in the city's election system.

The long lines were in West and North Philadelphia hand in hand with the primary ballot - and not a power failure — which caused by frequent machine malfunctions and the large number of candidates on the ballot - and not a power failure — which caused the number of signatures one had to sign to run for the last 18 years. But Kane agreed with Tasco that the electoral process is slowed by under staffing in every election, and he said the commission took the correct measures to prevent a lower turnout.

The Democratic candidate also said that voting delays in West and North Philadelphia were the result of a campaign to inform voters about the voting process.

Kane said the plan would also include an intensive political education campaign to inform voters about the role of each political office to how to work the voting machines.

People sometimes go into the machines, close the curtain, and they get frightened because they don't know exactly how to work the machines, "she said, "so they rush or they just pull the first lever they see."

Tasco said some of the problems with the voting machines were "an aggressive campaign" of putting four candidates into the same machine and the 250 Republican candidates into another.

"People sometimes go into the machines, close the curtain, and they get frightened because they don't know exactly how to work the machines, "she said, "so they rush or they just pull the first lever they see."
The March Hare
Shampoo, expert cut (any style) and blow dry
$10.99 complete.
Mr. Darvill formerly with
Elizabeth Arden & Nan Dukin
Appointments-Tues. and Thurs. Sat. 8:30 to 5:30
(At 8th street)
137 S. 30th St.
567-9651

38th & Spruce St.
Daily Special

Tuesday
Einhorn's Chocolate
The Cooke
Limit 1 per customer

Wednesday
Toppings in the area
Quary
Line 2 per customer

Campus Copy Center
RESUMES
"Recommended for Quality"
FOR THE FINEST IN TYPESetting & PRINTING
SASAJICIS FORBES QUADRANGLE
301 2. 1929
9307 WALNUT STREET
Next to Biddle's Hotel
Printing Done on Premises

PRE-LAW STUDENTS
Listen to Law Students Discuss Their Experiences at Penn Law School
Houston Hall Room 305
Nov. 1, 7:30 p.m.
Presented by John Marshall
Pre Law Honor Society
All invited
Funded by SIC

Undergraduate Accounting Society
Mr. Charles Domborski from the Pennsylvania Institute of Certified Public Accountants will speak on the CPA exam in Business and reciprocity and requirements for the CPA exam.

Wednesday, Nov. 2
FA 83-730

Tuesday Night Movie
Ghandi
Pagano's
28th & Chestnut Streets
349 ROO

1/2 Hot Dogs
Free Popcorn
No Cover

Lowest drinks prices in University City

are at Pagano's.

Classified Ads
Place your classifieds at the office - 4035 Walnut Street, 2nd floor
Cost: 20¢ per word, per day
Deadline: 3 p.m. two days before publication.
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Success for Crews at Schuykill
New approach provides results
Since the improvement of machinery and methods, the race of the fall rowing program has changed. Now the counts are first to be improved technically. Winning tons is secondary.

"Our goal was to get everybody into a race and for the crews to learn," coach Paul DeWitt said. "Everyday, sail with 20 men, population of the team left for the Heptagonal Championship. We'll be quiet on the train.

The other Penn row crews are also happy with their finishes at Schuylkill, though the weather. Several Quakers placed high on the course at the Eastern Cup competition.

Although the Quakers were the only ones who seemed to be winning.

"Our technique has improved a lot," said Chris Anagnostis, co-captain of the men's crew. "I think that transition. Right now we're only working on the yacht."

The rowing team's youth class eighth and ninth placed in the Schuykill.

---

Quakers 16th
The men's rowing program at Penn finished 16th in the nation in the latest UPI Division I, A poll. The Quakers, 1-3-1 overall, are in the first place of the Eastern Cup.

Their opponent the Saturday, Oct. 13, 1985, was the U.S. Military Academy, who won the meet, the Quakers finished eighth out of 18 teams.

"Usually after each race, the coach comes back and talks to us," freshman Mike McCarthy said. "And he tells us how we did. This time we did awfully well."

The rowing team's youth class eighth and ninth placed in the Schuykill.

---

M. Cross Country eighth at the Heeps
By RANDI ROBERTS
There are 16 teams from all over the northeast entered at The Heeps.

When a man wins away from home, the victory celebration takes place on the bus. The ride sometimes is long.

But for the Penn men's cross-country team, the historic victory over the Princeton University, 24-77, which was the biggest margin of victory in recent years for the Quakers, the victory celebration took place at the Eastern Cup competition.

"We all came out of the game feeling great," said guard Wilhe Oliphant. "It was quite an honor," Oliphant added. "It'll be in the running, but I wasn't

Basketball co-captains named
Senior Oliphant, junior Racine are selected
By DAVID GOLDBERG
Senior Oliphant and junior guard Racine were named co-captains of the 1984-85 men's basketball team, coach Craig Lite-

It was a quiet bus ride home. The victory celebration takes place at the Eastern Cup competition.

"It was quite an honor," Oliphant said. "It'll be in the running, but I wasn't

DAVID
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was showing. "It fell bet-
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DiBella's other game two essentially

The upshot wasn't that

Army drops the 150's

Despite the heroics of outfielder Chris Van Noic, who scored Penn's 14th run, the Quakers had a 1-4 lead and fumbled.

Penn's upset bid was slowed

And it goes like this:
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